WHAT DID PEOPLE ALREADY KNOW?
People knew how to make glue from animal products and pressure-sensitive adhesives from rubber.

WHAT DID THE SCIENTIST NOTICE?
SPENCER SILVER AND ARTHUR FRY

Silver accidentally made a pressure-sensitive glue that was not very strong but was reusable.

WHAT QUESTION DO YOU THINK THE SCIENTIST ASKED?
What can I use my ‘not very sticky glue’ for? How can a reusable glue be useful?

WHAT DID THE SCIENTIST DO?
Silver tested his glue again to determine what its properties were. Silver asked his colleagues to find a use for the new glue.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO NEXT?

WHAT DID THE SCIENTISTS
FIND OUT?

WHAT DID OTHER SCIENTISTS
DO NEXT?

The weak glue could stick paper together
and the paper could be peeled apart without
leaving a sticky mess. Fry used this sticky paper
as a bookmark.

Scientists are developing glues that will stick wet
surfaces together and can be used instead
of stitches and sutures for wounds.

1968
The first self-adhesive postage stamps
(Penny Black) used starch-based
gum. PSA stamps were introduced
in tropical countries in the 1960s
to avoid water-activated gummed
stamps sticking together.

2012

1845
The first British glue patent used
fish. Fish skin and bones were used
to make an adhesive that was clear
when dried. This was the first glue
to be used for some photographic
processes. These natural glues were
also used to glue things such as
pottery and weapons.

1840

Greeks and Romans made great progress
in the development of glues. Hides, horns,
bones and hooves contain collagen, which
is a sticky substance perfect for sticking
things together. Brains, animal blood and
fish were all used. During Roman times,
glues were created to build huge tile and
glass mosaic floors, walls and ceilings. Many
of these are still intact today, such as in the
Roman Colosseum and Pantheon.

1750

1–500 AD

1300s–1600s

3000 BC

A TIMELINE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF GLUE

Ancient artists working on cave paintings
were thought to have mixed glues with
paint to help make paint stick and preserve
their designs.

Rabbit skin was used to make a glue that
prepared and preserved the canvas for
an artist’s painting, bookbinding and even
a sort of hair gel. Animal glues are still used
by furniture, cabinet and instrument makers
because of their natural properties.

Pressure-sensitive adhesive (PSA), a key
component of some adhesive tapes, was
first developed by Dr. Horace Day, a surgeon.
He applied a natural rubber adhesive to
strips of cloth, thus producing a kind of
surgical tape, which he used in his practice.
Today, masking tape, Sellotape™ and other
tapes are examples of PSA.

A scientist at 3M™ in the United States,
Dr. Spencer Silver, was trying to develop a
super-strong glue. Instead, he accidentally
created a ‘low-tack’, reusable, pressuresensitive glue. In 1974, Art Fry, a colleague,
suggested using the adhesive to attach his
bookmark in his hymn book – the Post-it
Note™ was born. The original notes’ yellow
colour was chosen by accident, as the lab
nextdoor to the Post-It team had only yellow
scrap paper to use.

Geckskin™ is a new super-adhesive based
on the mechanics of gecko feet. Geckskin™
is so powerful that an post-card sized piece
can hold 30kg on a smooth surface, such as
glass, yet can be easily released, and leaves
no residue.

Hides, horns, bones and hooves contain
collagen, which is a sticky substance perfect
for sticking things together. Brains, animal
blood and fish were also used.
What did they use their glues for?
The Romans used glue to build huge tile
and glass mosaic floors, walls and ceilings,
such as in the Roman Colosseum.

1968

1845
What were fish-based glues
used for?
Fish skin and bones were used to
make glues that were clear when
dried. This was thought to have been
the first glue to be used for some
photographic processes. These
natural glues were also used to glue
things such as pottery and weapons.

Pressure-sensitive adhesive/glue (PSA), a key
component of some adhesive tapes, was first
developed by Dr. Horace Day in 1845. He applied
a natural rubber adhesive to strips of cloth to make
surgical tape. Today, masking tape, Sellotape™ and
other tapes are examples of PSA.

How do stamps stick?
The first self-adhesive postage
stamps in 1840 (Penny Black) used
starch-based glue which had to
be moistened to stick. PSA stamps
were introduced in tropical countries
in 1960s to avoid water-activated
gummed stamps sticking together.

Dr Spencer Silver, a scientist at 3M™ in the
United States, was trying to develop a superstrong glue. Instead he accidentally made a
‘ow-tack’, reusable, pressure sensitive glue. Art
Fry, a colleague, suggested using the adhesive
to attach his bookmark in his hymn book. The
original notes’ yellow colour was chosen because
the lab next-door to the Post-It™ team had only
yellow scrap paper to use.

2012

What did Greeks and Romans use
to make glue 2,000 years ago?

What is a pressure-sensitive adhesive?

1840

1–500 AD

Ancient artists, 5,000 years ago, mixed
adhesives with paint to help make paint
stick and preserve their designs.

Rabbit skin was used to make glues during
the 14th – 17th century. These could be
used to prepare and preserve the canvas for
artists’ paintings, bookbinding and even a
sort of hair gel. Animal glues are still used for
furniture, cabinet and instrument makers
because of their natural properties.

1750

1300s–1600s

3000 BC

A TIMELINE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF GLUE

How do cave paintings stick
to the walls?

What were glues made from rabbit
skin used for?

What could you do with a ‘low-tack’,
re-usable adhesive?

What will glues be like in the future?
Geckskin™ is a new super-adhesive based
on the mechanics of gecko feet. Geckskin™
is so powerful that an post-card sized piece
can hold 30 kg on a smooth surface, such as
glass, yet can be easily released, and leaves
no residue.

1968

1845

1300s–1600s

3000 BC

What is a pressure-sensitive adhesive?

What did they use their glues for?

How do stamps stick?

2012

What were fish-based glues
used for?

1840

What did Greeks and Romans use
to make glue 2,000 years ago?

1750

How do cave paintings stick
to the walls?

1–500 AD

A TIMELINE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF GLUE

What were glues made from rabbit
skin used for?

What could you do with a ‘low-tack’,
re-usable adhesive?

What will glues be like in the future?

STICKY
THINGS
We are going to learn about Spencer Silver
and Arthur Fry and their invention of the sticky
(Post-it™) note.
We will be making our own glue and
considering its properties and possible uses.

VOCABULARY
GLUE
ADHESIVE
PRESSURE-SENSITIVE
ADHESIVE

STICKY
PROPERTIES

WHAT DID PEOPLE ALREADY KNOW?
Have you ever wondered about the history of glue?
Who figured out that it would be useful to stick things together?
How were the first glues made?

The earliest evidence of
glue is on cave paintings
over 5,000 years old.

During Roman times, glues
were created to build huge
tile and glass mosaic floors,
walls and ceilings. Many of
these are still intact today,
such as at the Roman
Colosseum.

In the 1840s, pressuresensitive adhesive (PSA)
tapes were developed using
a natural rubber adhesive on
strips of cloth, to make surgical
tape. Today, masking tape,
Sellotape™ and other sticky
tapes are examples of PSA.

Early humans made good use of available materials to make glue, such hides,
horns, bones, horse hooves, brains and blood! Fish were also used to make glue.
The skin and bones of fish make a clear glue that is invisible when dry.

WHAT DID PEOPLE ALREADY KNOW?

What types of glues do you use?
How do you use glue?
Why do we have different types of glues?
What makes a ‘good’ glue?

WHAT WILL YOU DO?

Try making your own glue.
Simple glues can be made by mixing
various substances with water (e.g.
flour or cornflour).
In your own investigations, you might
like to try mixing different quantities of
the materials with different amounts
of water in a small beaker or cup.
Spoons or stirring sticks will be needed
to mix thoroughly before testing your
glue on paper or card.

Use pegs or buttons to test how sticky
it is on different surfaces.

WHAT WILL YOU DO?
What surfaces will you stick the pegs/buttons to?
How long will you wait for the glue to dry?
How will your test be fair?
How will you know if you have a ‘good’ glue?
Trial

Amount of
powder

Amount of
water

Paper to
paper?

Paper to
card

Card to card? Buttons/
pegs?

Sugar
Baking soda
Salt
Cornflour
flour

What are the properties of your new glue?

WHAT DID THE SCIENTIST DO?

In 1968, Spencer Silver
was trying to make
a strong glue for the
aerospace industry.

By accident, he created
a weak, pressure-sensitive
glue which was no good.

Or was it?
• It could hold paper together
• It allowed papers to be
pulled apart
• The glue was re-usable
• It did not leave a sticky
residue.

WHAT DID THE SCIENTIST NOTICE?

Spencer Silver had created a new substance that
he thought could be useful but he didn’t know how.

He asked the people who he worked with
to help him find a use for his new glue.
Why did he ask all of his team mates?
Was his science ‘wrong’?

WHAT QUESTION DID THE SCIENTISTS ASK?

WHAT QUESTION DID THE SCIENTISTS ASK?

I wonder if the glue could be used to make paper
notes that stick to other surfaces temporarily?

WHAT DID THE SCIENTIST FIND OUT?

Spencer’s workmate, Arthur Fry, wanted to use
the glue on paper to mark his hymn book pages,
without leaving any marks.

In 1977, Spencer and Fry convinced their
company 3M to develop ‘Press & Peel Pads’.
In 1980, (22 years after Spencer first made
his glue) Post-it Notes were introduced in
the United States.

SOMETIMES SCIENTISTS DISCOVER THINGS ‘BY ACCIDENT’.
In 1928, Alexander Fleming accidentally discovered
‘mould juice’ (now called penicillin) when he came back
from a holiday and found a green mould had killed
the bacteria that he was growing in his lab. Fleming
published his findings but he could not make enough

to help all the people who needed it to fight
bacterial infections.
10 years later, British scientists worked with American
scientists to develop an injectable form of penicillin,
just in time to help soldiers in World War II.

WHAT DID YOU FIND OUT?

1. What are the properties of your new glue?
2. What might your new glue be useful for?
3. Can you work together to come up with an idea?

CHEAP SCHOOL GLUE?

EDIBLE GLUE?

NO-PINS NOTICE BOARD?

WHAT DID OTHER SCIENTISTS DO NEXT?

Geckos are famous for their ability
to stick and run on any vertical or
upside-down surface.
However gecko toes are not sticky
like glues. Instead, they can detach
from the surface quickly, leaving
them clean. They have many
microscopic ridges on their skin
which help them to do this.
Geckskin™ is a glue based on the
structure of gecko feet. It is so
powerful that a postcard-sized
piece can hold more than 30 kg on
a smooth surface, such as glass,
yet can be easily released, and
leaves no residue.

WHAT ARE CURRENT SCIENTISTS DOING?
New research is also using nature to solve
some of the problems of sutures and
staples which are used for closing wounds
after surgeries.
A new surgical glue, developed by Jeffery
Karp, a biomedical engineer, may replace
the need for stitches and sutures. This
was inspired by slug slime.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO NEXT?
WHAT TYPE OF GLUE WOULD YOU INVENT?

